
CARIBBEAN COUNTRIES AGAINST RACISM IN GUYANA-CCARIG 

                 PPP DICTATORS CELEBRATING AS:   

GUYANA's AMBASSADORS TAKE GOLD 

AT LONDON 2012 OLYMPICS! 

               IN A HIGHLY CONTESTED RACE CALLED  

          RACIAL DISCRIMINATION! 

Score: AFRICAN AMBASSADORS-1 

        EAST INDIAN AMBASSADORS-43  

( Guyana Population: 36% African, East Indian=42%) 

The single black ‘fly in the ppp honey’ is a Black woman, Elizabeth 

Harper who is in quarantine in Guyana. Confined at home as Ambassador 

to the Caribbean-CARICOM which is Head Quartered in Guyana.  

 

She is also happens to be the Head of the Guyanese Foreign Service which 

makes her at least partly responsible for the egregious racialism against her 

own kind of people. 

Moreover it was revealed that there are no specific qualifications for these 

posts and several appointees had no previous experience eg Lall Singh 

(London) and David Dabydeen (China). Lall Singh is making up for his 

lack of experience. He is still there since Jagan appointed him in 1992.   



In any event ,whatever the selection criteria ,being East Indian seems to be 

the sole operating qualification to represent Guyana. 

Moreover this is not only peculiar to the Diplomatic Service but exemplifies 

the unremitting racism being visited upon Black Guyanese in general and 

especially upon the poor non-working classes.  

 Contrary to any impressions bandied about overseas by the 

comparatively few privileged black beneficiaries like Mrs Harper, 

the undisputed truth is that this kind of shameless and unapologetic 

racism is widespread throughout both the public and private Sectors 

of the country.  

 Almost all of the top Administrative positions at Georgetown 

Hospital are filled by East Indians. 

  They even managed to employ a Paedophile Doctor already struck 

off in the USA. No doubt it due to administrative errors. His glowing 

references must have been : Being East Indian. 

To be fair and to put this in its proper context it was the late great Prof. 

Walter Rodney himself who railed against the Square Pegs in Round Holes 

Policy which was institutionalised during the 28 year old reign of the 

Burnham’s Paramountcy Dictatorship.  

And if in 1992 Cheddi Jagan appointed as PPP Foreign Minister Clement 

Rohee a man who  

 used to sweep out the ppp party HQ in the 1960’s, and knew not  

 that Dominica and the Dominican Republic were different countries 

   and who today as Home Affairs Minister is responsible for the 

Linden murders. 

…it was also Burnham who ruled that Walter Rodney was not qualified to 

teach at ‘his’ Universiy of Guyana.   

So while this is nothing new the extent of it today is ‘off the scale‘. If to 

Walter Rodney, ‘King Kong’ Burnham reverse Midas Touch  turned all 

he touched into excrement, unfortunately Cheddi Jagan unlike Burnham 

did not live long enough after fairly regaining power in 1992 to behold: 

 the excrement being produced by his successors on such an Industrial 

scale that  

 last year his own daughter was compelled to denounce it and them.  



And if Burnham’s Paramount Police band could compose a tune called 

‘Run Rodney Run’ and Burnham would promise to send Rodney to the 

Olympics and sent him to the cemetery instead,  

 pro rata ,if Walter Rodney was alive today (his spirit still lives 

among some of us) he would have been assassinated by PPP Drug 

Baron Roger Khan’s Death Squad faster than  

 he could shout the words ‘Racist Dictatorship’ outside Lall Singh’s  

London Embassy today.  

Like Walter Rodney who is buried in Guyana ,US Civil Rights icon Rosa 

Parks in the 1950’s American South, took a stand and refused to sit at the 

black back of the bus.  

15 year old Claudette Colvin was first, but getting pregnant ,she could’nt 

‘fly’- public-relations wise-with Franklin Frazier’s super-duper 

respectable black bourgeoisie. Read her story below 

http://www.oprah.com/world/Meet-the-Original-Rosa-Parks  

But Ambassador Elizabeth Harper doesn’t sit at the back of this Diplomatic 

bus, she is driving it. A bus called ‘Guyana Foreign Service’.  

The well-paid and foot-somely rewarded Mrs Harper refuses to go near 

Rosa Park’s or John Carlos’s(1968) Inter-Generational baton in the Black 

Freedom Relay Race.   

She will never do what 15 year Caudette Colvin did or the Caribbean Bus 

Driver did in Liverpool in the 1950’s. Fed up with the racism from both the 

bosses and public he just upped and abandoned the damned bus in the 

middle of the rush hour.  

No doubt .she and her kind of well placed Black collaborators in Guyana 

will ask who will give me money for the big house, comfortable /fancy 

living today and expensive overseas education for the children tomorrow?  

We are congregating today at 1pm just before lunch outside one of ‘her’ 

Embassies in London today to deliver the answer :It’s money stained with 

the blood of 3 innocent demonstrators in Linden- and the 200 + young 

Trayvon Martins wiped out by Roger Khan’s Phantom Squad.(He is now 

serving 15 years in an NY prison for importing drugs to the US).  

In Pre-Olympic London at bus stops during the rush hour, the non-working 

and working poor Black people are late -of course yeah! white and Black an 

all shades in-between but especially and disproportionately black-are  

desperate for a red Double-Dekker. 

http://www.oprah.com/world/Meet-the-Original-Rosa-Parks


Finally they sight one coming down the street road  with a black  at the 

wheel and just as they are  Getting Ready an Getting Set to board, it flashes 

past empty and then they sight the big notice on the  front of the bus:  

‘DRIVER UNDER INSTRUCTION!'-  

Always by a white Instructor of course.  

In the early 1950’s the Trade Unions opposed the recruitment of Caribbean 

blacks as drivers (conductors ok) because as the shop steward told the great 

miler Chris Chattaway turned BBC Journalist on TV outside Lambeth Bus 

Garage near to the Oval Underground: 

 ‘we have found that the coloured man is slower to  respond in the traffic 

(than the white man)’.Chattaway:’But not every coloured man surely?’ No 

Mr Chattaway but. .’ (see You Tube under ‘Blacks in Britain’  

Even Priests would skip black women kneeling before them at the 

Communion Rail and advise them after Church to SEEK Ye the nice 

Coloured Church just down de road from next week’.  

‘DRIVER UNDER INSTRUCTION!’ 

So it is with Elizabeth Harper. Guyana Foreign service Bus driver.  

Aspiring Blacks Young Gifted and Black students men and women- 

dreaming Martin Luther King’s dream and wanting to represent their 

country overseas queue expectantly at the Bus stop in Georgetown called 

‘Equal Opportunities’- and sight the bus coming driven by this middle class  

speaky-spokey’ Black woman get too excited and then Whoosh! She flash 

past them like an Exam.In a cloud of ppp dust and stinking fumes ..NUFF 

RASS … 

Black Elizabet Harper and those of her class and silk-pantied Bourgeois ilk 

is Fela Kuti’s archetypal ‘Lady’.  In Iran they have a saying:  

‘When the axe comes into the forest the trees say’ Look at the handle she’s 

one of us.’ 

These are the kind of refined well-educated Guyanese wimmin (local bodies 

foreign-minds) who seriously debate among themselves in a foreign kitchen 

whether on principle all of them should refuse to make a cup of anything for 

our black-skinned Intellectual Lion Walter Rodney-‘who asked for it’.  



Hiding  their racism and classism behind the Stone-walls of their highly 

principled Feminism then, but now in the current dispensation they Grovel 

Gyrate and Genuflect before the ppp Ruling Class Racists –‘Under 

Instruction’ and Under Heavy Manners too...  

We know exactly where to find Fela’s fire-dancin African women in 

Georgetown. Not in Bel Air or Queenstown or among the NGO foreigners  

but in Al-boys-town. … 

Listen to Fela on Lady. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zN_GQFfiwS4 

Of course local Guyanese Blacks at the Bus stop only see the ‘Guyana 

Foreign Service’ Bus. They never see a ’Driver Under Instruction’ notice 

much less any NO BLACKS ALLOWED’ signs. They only see liveried 

Chauffeurs like Harper but the effects of the exclusion are the same.  

The route laid out by the powers that be for Harper to travel definitely does 

not include the Georgetown’s African grass-roots enclaves of Tiger Bay or 

South Ruimveldt .This is where Walter Rodney’s street forces exist (not 

live) hustling to survive. No Harper bus-stops here.  

These impoverishment by design areas are ‘serviced’ by other (yet to be 

identified named and shamed Black bus drivers, like Elizabeth Harper.  

 All the other forms of racial discrimination raining down upon them 

are rooted in structured economic warfare, arrested development and 

racial disadvantage.  

 No work , 

 No major contracts,  

 No training-no education,  

 poor health etc.-95% of Top Officials at the Georgetown Public 

Hospital are East Indians…  

Plenty work is available as PPP goons though whether plain-clothes or in 

Uniform- Police Black-Clothes or Soldiers.. 

The vicious circles are tightening and when the victims break free and expl 

ode the expensive bullets of this ppp regime the bullets rain down upon 

them as in Linden. Once more by Blacks ‘Under Instruction’.  

This is state sponsored and structured economic warfare and State terrorism 

prepared in advance for political ‘Apanjhat’ purposes : The Trayvon 

Martin criminalisation process began in state-sponsored racist Editorials in 

a State owned and controlled newspaper-the Guyana Chronicle by an Indian 

Deputy Editor.(see attachment no2)  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zN_GQFfiwS4


 

Parvatie Persaud was once married to a Black man and is the ex-mother-

in-law of social activist Mark Benschop- Google Parvatie Persaud. No 

she was not dismissed possibly because the Chairman of the Chronicle’s 

Board Keith Burrowes is also a Black man ‘Under instruction’ 

To tell the truth this other Guyana –and the concerns of these struggling 

people are eons away from the privileged pre-occupations of Guyana’s 

Envoys abroad and the Harpers at home who purport to represent them. 

And like Burrowes other Blacks like ex-Univ Of Guyana Professor 

Compton-‘nuff rass’ Bourne and Roger ‘out to lunch’-Luncheon 

scattered throughout the new ppp Paramount State are ultimately ‘under 

instruction’ from East Indian Ruling Class.  

Black Elizabeth Harper the theoretical Supervisor of Ambassadors abroad, 

is herself under close Supervision by another ppp Portuguese woman, 

Foreign Minister Carolyn Rodrigues-Birkett, who in turn is under closer 

supervision and heavier Instructions from ex-President Bhar-'rat' Jagdeo -

and now President Donald ‘Duck’ Ramotar.  

It is rather difficult to resist an imperfect military analogy, but in strict 

military terms Elizabeth Harper appears to be a Black Drone being driven 

and directed by remote controllers ensconced in ppp Head-Quarters.  

One cannot even exclude the possibility that targets in her community might 

be selected and programmed in advance for this two for one’ Lady. The 

dictators are actually getting two, a black and a woman, for the price of one.. 

As the struggle intensifies in Guyana for Truth Rights and Justice for 

Africans, even Ms Harper status as the only Afro-Guyanese Envoy on the 

planet-as of October 2011-might become  problematic.  

Perhaps Guyanese Lady Valerie Amos UN Humanitarian Chief might be 

able to advise whether Ms Harper is entitled to any Special UN 

consideration for Protection as a Rare and Endangered Female of the 

Species because of course her current legal right to claim Diplomatic 

Immunity at home in her own country can be withdrawn at any time. Faster 

than you can clap a Roti.  

UK Ambassador Envoy LALL SINGH being East Indian has no such 

insecurities. After 20 years in post 1992-2012  he is and still going 

wrong.And strong. He should have resigned a LONG time ago. 



IT'S JUST NOT CRICKET!  

Lall Singh should retire 'Not Out' and give retired West Indian Superstar 

Cricketer and Batsman Clive Lloyd a chance to come in to Bat. For the ppp. 

As UK Ambassador with Prof Colin Bobb-Semple as his Deputy.  

These two overseas-based Guyanese are currently at home enjoying 

lucrative Contracts with different Tentacles of the ppp Paramount Octopus . 

Apart from their obvious talents, these two ‘selected from overseas for 

Integration’ must be in good favour with the regime because Black 

Professionals and Firms at home have no chance to win major Contracts.  

Like the Young Gifted and Black, those at home are also left standing at the 

Bus Stop called Equal Opportunities to be Unequal-as other Black drivers 

from the same stable as Harper flash past Under Instruction. 

But if they look closer they will see the bus ain’t empty. Clive and Colin 

are seated in the back  like Black Southerners before Rosa Parks .Recently 

UG Prof Compton Bourne had to jump out the ppp bus after Nuff Rass.  

We Caribbean and Latin American Anti-Racists must keep up the nuff rass 

pressure on Colin Bobb-and Weave-Semple and now Clive Lloyd too. He 

should know better. Someone must explain to them that after the 

Linden killings their contracts with the racist ppp are now Faustian 

Pacts paid with Blood money. 

Their hands are stained with 

nuff innocent blood.By 

Association.  

These are just a few reasons 

why we have to make a stand 

outside the Guyana London 

Embassy today which Lall 

Singh after 20 long years may well believe is his own 

private Residence. 

CCARIG-Caribbean Committee Against Racism in Guyana. 

For Further info. Errol Harry –UK Co-ordinator – Email : errolharry67@yahoo.com  

mailto:errolharry67@yahoo.com

